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ChargeLogic Shipping: The Easy Choice.
ChargeLogic Shipping gives you the key functionality that you need to make 

shipping and packing a profitable piece of your business. ChargeLogic Shipping is 

packed with features that make everything easier from identifying what items are in 

which packages for real-time tracking to making returns a snap for customers. It’s 

easy to implement and easy to manage.  

ChargeLogic Shipping: The Smart Choice.
ChargeLogic Shipping’s Smart Pack Technology virtually packs each item and takes 

the guesswork out of rate quoting. By virtually packing shipments, ChargeLogic 
Shipping determines the number of packages needed and which packing materials 

are necessary for each order.  

ChargeLogic Shipping allows you to charge shipping rates based on the weight and 

size of packages or you can set pricing by category. If you chose weight-based 

pricing, ChargeLogic Shipping integrates with the carrier and provides accurate 

weight and dimensional information for correct weight quoting.  

ChargeLogic Shipping’s Smart Weight Technology learns more about each item 

every time it is shipped for greater weight accuracy. The category pricing option 

o�ers a simple way to set standard delivery and processing charges by any category 

that you set, such as order total, product type, weight total, and flat rate shipping.

Regardless of which pricing option you choose, ChargeLogic Shipping enables you 

to accurately collect shipping fees at the time the order is placed.

ChargeLogic Shipping: The Right Choice.
ChargeLogic Shipping incorporates all the right functionality for a simplified 

implementation. With features like direct carrier connections, you don’t have to worry 

about updating carrier rates or labels. And ChargeLogic Shipping provides online 

address validation to reduce costs associated with returned shipments.  

ChargeLogic Shipping incorporates all the key functionality 
needed for packing and shipping while providing accurate rate 
quotes, saving you time and money.

Get accurate shipping rate quotes with 
ChargeLogic Shipping for Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Business Central.

KEY FEATURES
• Smart Pack Technology

• Smart Weight Technology

• Direct Carrier Connections

• E-mail Return Labels 

• International Shipping

• Export Documentation

• Carrier Labels

 

KEY BENEFITS
• Accurate rate quotes

• Reduced costs

• Time savings

• Easy to use
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Take the guesswork out of shipping with accurate rate quotes 
and direct carrier connections.

Negotiated Carrier Rates
Always uses the discounted rates 

that you’ve negotiated with your 

shipping carriers, saving you money.

Package Management 
& Tracking
Identify what items are in which 

boxes for communication 

throughout the transit process.

Freight Pricing
Charge shipping fees by weight 

or use category or flat rate 

pricing. O�er free shipping. 

Mark-up carrier fees to make 

shipping a profit center for your 

business.

Smart Weight
Refines item weights the more 

you use the system, increasing 

the accuracy of your rate quotes.

Smart Pack
Virtually packs items based on 

dimensions to determine the 

number of boxes you’ll need for 

each shipment.

Address Validation
Validates addresses and 

suggests options before the 

label is generated, ensuring 

accurate delivery and reducing 

returned package fees.

Third Party Billing
ChargeLogic Shipping enables 

you to use your customer’s 

freight account instead of 

your own.

Return Shipments
Send prepaid return shipping 

labels—by email or inside the 

package—for easy returns and 

increased customer service.

Adjustable Service 
Options
Set carrier service options 

such as signature required, 

COD, or carbon neutral–by 

order, globally, or by customer. 

Direct Connections 
to Carriers
Connects directly to key carriers 

like UPS, FedEx, USPS, and 

others, guaranteeing that rates 

are always current.

Carrier Labels
Provides labels directly from the 

carrier. Generates completed 

forms for international shipments.
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